Introduction
Feature geometries adapted from Harley (1994) and others can be developed to account for the semantic distinctions in Tongan's massive possessive paradigm. These pronouns represent three distinct syntactic categories, and I propose a typology of these pronouns adapted from that proposed by Dechaine and Wiltschko (2002) , in which each feature geometry is subsumed under a different syntactic head.
1.
The Tongan Pronominal Paradigms Tongan personal and possessive pronouns distinguish four persons and three numbers. In the possessive paradigm, the person and number features are those of the possessor, not the possessum. In addition, the possessive pronominal forms encode the definiteness of the possessum, speaker's sympathy, and the relationship between possessor and possessum. Sympathy is encoded through the incorporation of a diminutive marker. The relationship between possessor and possessum is marked by an incorporated genitive case-marker: 'a or 'o.
Typology of Personal and Possessive Pronouns
There are two types of personal and three types of possessive pronouns in Tongan. Strong personal pronouns function like ordinary DPs. Clitic personal pronouns cross-reference or replace a strong pronoun which is a transitive or intransitive subject (A or O); they occur adjacent to the tense-aspect marker. "Ordinary" possessive pronouns precede the possessum, require an NP complement, and encode all distinctions described above. Postposed (adjectival) possessive pronouns follow the possessum and do not encode definiteness or sympathy. Emphatic possessive pronouns occur alone (instantiating the possessor and the possessum) or precede the possessum; they are always specific and definite, but BLS 32, No 2 2006. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.3765/bls.v32i2.3493 (published by the Berkeley Linguistics Society and the Linguistic Society of America)
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MINIMAL, which distinguishes "minimal groups" (i.e. groups of two) from others.
Underlying this proposal is the assumption that dual is more marked than plural, based on Greenberg's (1963) observation that any language with a dual also has a plural. Dryer (2005) argues that appeals to this observation are vacuous; no language could logically make a singular-dual distinction without also making singular-plural and dual-plural distinctions. Rice (1999) notes that crosslinguistic markedness may not accurately diagnose featural markedness, noting that in phonology, central vowels are infrequent among the inventories of the world's languages, but minimally marked where they occur. Cowper (2003 Cowper ( , 2005 argues that instead of a feature marking groups of two as minimal, there is one marking larger groups as "> 2", and thus dual is more "marked" than plural.
Cowper (2003) argues that syncretisms should provide evidence: singular-dual syncretisms will support her model, and singular-plural syncretisms will support that of Harley (1994) . In Tongan, due to the paucity of agreement morphology, there is little such evidence, and it is unhelpful. Churchward (1953) lists ten nouns with marked dual and/or plural forms: five display dual-plural syncretisms; three singular-dual syncretisms; one a singular-dual syncretism; and one has singular and plural forms, either of which can be used for dual.
An alternative source of evidence is the prenominal dual and plural markers, which seem to suggest that dual is more marked than plural. Nevins (2006:2) , citing Jakobson and Greenberg, notes that "if a certain category is marked, then one will find fewer oppositions for other categories within it"; Tongan has one dual and seven plural markers. I thus adopt the geometry in (2).
(2)
Singular
Plural Dual
Specificity and Diminutivity
The morphological transparency of the Tongan possessive pronouns reveals the presence of the incorporated determiners he ('specific') or ha ('nonspecific') and their respective "emotional" counterparts si'i and si'a. These four determiners arise from the four possible combinations of SPECIFIC and DIMINUTIVE. Although he and ha are usually glossed as 'a' and 'the', respectively, Dukes (2006) argues that 'specific' and 'nonspecific' are more accurate. Likewise, Churchward (1953) , who defines he as 'semi-definite' and ha as 'completely indefinite', notes that the latter can be used with things whose existence is questioned or denied (cf. his (7c,d)). Hendrick (2005) points out that ha and he are equivalent to the two senses of English a in the de dicto and de re readings of a sentence like Kim is looking for a newt in the garden, and that the equivalent of the is he plus the definitive accent, a stress shift targeting the final word in the definite DP (Churchward 1953 , Dukes 1996 , Hendrick 2005 (Churchward 1953:130) Clark (1974) argues that the definitive accent is the reflex of a demonstrative, *-a. This clitic, having lost its phonological specification, is now a null mora affixed to the end of a DP, lengthening the final vowel and causing primary stress to be reassigned to it. In addition to its phonological specification, this clitic has lost meaning; it is now a "purely referential marker of definiteness" (Clark 1974:107) . Cowper and Hall (2003) propose the following geometry for determiner features: a D with no dependents is "nonspecific" (and indefinite). D may have a dependent SPECIFIC; it, in turn, may have a dependent DEFINITE. Tongan determiners do not mark definiteness, so DEFINITE is not a D-feature in this language; it is the interpretation of a neutral demonstrative in Dem 0 . I will return to this with the syntax of emphatic possessive pronouns in §3.
Emotional import, encoded in "ordinary" possessive pronouns and determiners, is realized by an incorporated diminutive marker si'i ('small'). Its presence indicates the speaker's "feelings of affection, friendship, pity, humility, or respect" (Churchward 1953:23) . Illustrative examples are presented in (4). I propose that the "emotional" feature is DIMINUTIVE, a dependent of D. Since this is a sister to SPECIFIC, these features are independent, allowing all four possible combinations. The proposal is presented in (5). (4) a. kuo lavea si'a tamasi'i? PERF hurt NONSPEC.EMOT child 'Has a (dim.) child been hurt?' (Churchward 1953:23) b. 'oku nofo masiva si'eku m tu'á. PRES very poor SPEC.EMOT-POSS.A-1EX.SG parent 'My parents are very poor.' (Shumway 1971:513) Taumoefolau (1996) claims that while there may be a conventional preference for 'a or 'o with each noun, this can be overruled. Wilson (1982) argues that 'a indicates possessor "control over the initiation of the possessive relationship", and 'o marks default possession. Others characterize the distinction as alienable/inalienable (Otsuka 2000) or subjective/objective (Churchward 1953) . Moyse-Faurie (2000) argues that many factors contribute to the choice. It is difficult to know how to treat the feature(s) distinguishing 'a and 'o in Tongan.
It also needs to be determined which of 'a or 'o is marked. Although Wilson (1982) proposes that 'a is marked, Clark (2000) notes that where languages have lost the 'a/'o distinction, 'a has remained. This and the fact that 'o only marks objects in nominalizations while 'a marks both transitive and intransitive subjects suggest that 'o is marked. I propose a feature OBJECT dependent on a possessive head between the determiner and the possessor.
3.
Typology of Tongan Pronouns Dechaine and Wiltschko (2002) (henceforth D&W) propose three types of pronominals: pro-DPs, pro-Ps, and pro-NPs. Expanding their typology, I propose that the Tongan possessive pronouns are pro-DemPs ("emphatic"), pro-D 0 s ("ordinary"), and pro-PossPs ("postposed"). Each realizes a different syntactic structure; the terminal nodes host its morphosyntactic features.
"Ordinary" Possessive Pronouns
"Ordinary" possessive pronouns in Tongan consist of a determiner, a possessive case-marker, and a pronominal root encoding the -features of the possessor. They are pro-D 0 s, taking the possessum NP as complement. Evidence that the pronoun and its complement NP constitute a DP comes from their distribution: they function as arguments (6), not as predicates. I propose the structure in (7). (6) 'oku 'uli homau loki. PRES dirty SPEC-POSS.O-1EX.PL room 'Our room is dirty.' (Shumway 1971:275) Catherine Macdonald
Postposed Possessive Pronouns
Postposed possessive pronouns are POSSP modifiers of NP. They take no NP complement, but have a nominal component-Ø in the singular, ua ('two') in the dual, and tolu ('three') in the plural-which stands for the possessor. Morphologically, they resemble pro-D 0 s without a determiner; they do not encode definiteness or sympathy. Syntactically, they behave like adjectives (8). They are predicative (8a) and attributive (8b): when attributive, they are postnominal; when predicative, they may be nominalized. Their structure is given in (9). (8) a. 'oku 'ana eni. this 'This is his.' (Churchward 1953:135) b. 'oku 'ikai ke u sai'ia he'ene founga 'ana. PRES NEG C 1EX.SG like SPEC-POSS.A-3SG method POSS.A-3SG 'I don't like his particular method.' (Shumway 1971:434) 
'his shirt'
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Emphatic Possessive Pronouns
Emphatic possessive pronouns are pro-DemPs, fully saturated with a null NP representing the possessum. Evidence for this saturation comes from their ability to occur as an argument (10) and the requirement that they bear the "definitive accent" which targets the right edge of DPs. The fact that they are always specific and never emotional, I propose, has to do with the selectional restrictions of Dem 0 . I propose the structure in (16). (15) 
4.
Conclusions Tongan's rich possessive paradigm can be accounted for with a feature geometry adapted from those of Harley (1994) and Cowper and Hall (2003) , to which I add DIMINUTIVE and OBJECT. These feature hierarchies are subsumed under syntactic terminal nodes. I adopt D&W's proposal that "pronouns" represent a range of syntactic structures, adding pro-DemPs, pro-D 0 s, and pro-PossPs to their inventory. Evidence for these structures comes from the morphology of Tongan possessive pronouns, as well as from the features available for each pronominal series and their syntactic behaviors. 
Ordinary Possessives
